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Definitions of Feature Writing

 An essay based on facts.

 Its main purpose is to 
entertain or present 
human interest stories.

 Feature articles may also 
instruct, advise, inform, 
and entertain at the same 
time.



Feature vs. news articles

COMPARISON NEWS FEATURE

1. Definition Report of an 
event

An essay based on facts

2. Main 
Purpose

To inform To entertain using present 
human interest stories

3. Timeliness Timely Timely or timeless

4. Length Short Depends upon the needs

5. Use of 
words

Simple 

precise, 
concrete

May be descriptive, 
flowery, colorful

The matrix below compares and contrasts news, feature and editorial articles.



Feature vs. news articles

COMPARISON NEWS FEATURE

6. Use of 
sentences

Short, simple, 15-

25 words average

May be longer

7. Use of

adjectives, 

literary devices

Direct to the point, 

uses adjectives 

sparingly; no

idioms, no figures 

of speech

Literary; adjectives, 

idioms, figures of 

speech used freely

8. Structure Inverted pyramid Suspended interest 

or pyramid structure

9. Title Short (subject-

verb)

Any length as long 

as it is appealing

The matrix below compares and contrasts news, feature and editorial articles.



Structure (Wall Street Journal Formula)

Introduction

Theme

Body

Kicker or punch

Start with an anecdote or an illustration 

of the theme (1st to 2nd paragraphs)

State the point of the piece (3rd to 6th

paragraphs)

Conclude with a statement that drives 

home the theme and that the reader 

must always remember.

Provide details that elaborate on the 

theme: What is happening? Why?  

What is being done about the situation?



Topics for feature stories

 Personalities

 Experience and adventure

 Description

 Narratives

 Backgrounders

 Developmental feature articles

 “What to do” and “How to” articles



Topics for feature stories

 Personalities



Topics for 
feature stories

 Experience and 
adventure

Photo from personal collection of Rhea Agibuay



Topics for feature stories

 Description



Topics for feature stories

 Narratives

Photos from personal collection of Rhea Agibuay



Topics for feature stories

 Backgrounders

Photos from University Scribe (UCU) archives



Topics for feature stories

 Developmental feature articles

Photo from University Scribe (UCU) archives



Topics for feature stories

 “What to do” and “How to” articles

Photo from personal collection of Rhea Agibuay



Starting the Feature Article



How to introduce features

 Rhetorical question

Who says that age is an obstacle to
education?

Take it from Danilo Marcelo of Arayat,
Pampanga who stopped going to school 40
years ago after finishing the elementary
grades. This year, he enrolled as a first year
evening student at Abada High School.



How to introduce features

 Staccato

Rainbows that vault across the sky. 

Sun-kissed beaches that approach the 

divine. The scent of flowers that fill the air. 

These sensory experiences greeted me 

upon arriving in Maui.



How to introduce features

 Startling statement

“Hindi pa kami laos!”

Ito ang pahayag ng mga “young once”—
mga guro, pinuno ng paaralan at mga
magulang — nang kanilang ipinagdiwang ang
Araw ng Ateneo, Agosto 17, at lumahok sila sa
iba’t ibang palatuntunan at paligsahan upang
bigyang-buhay at kasanayan ang pagdiriwang.

from Hindi Pa Kami Laos



How to introduce features

 Narrative opening

Mrs. Adelfa Prado, a fourth year evening
student, sends herself and her six children to
school, acting as mother and father at the
same time.

Every day, Mrs. Prado divides her time as
half-time tindera tending her sarisari store
during the day and as half-time student
studying at night.

from Half  Here, Half  There



How to introduce features

 Quoted remarks

“I earn while I learn.” He smiled at me
as the interview reeled off. “How can you
work, have a part-time job, and at the
same time go to school?” I asked.

“Well, it is easy,” he explained. “I don’t
do all of these at the same time.”

from I Earn While I Learn



How to introduce features

 An old maxim or an aphorism

“Water, water, everywhere, but not a
drop to drink.”

This quotation from the Rime of the
Ancient Mariner by Samuel Coleridge does
not hold true anymore. Today, even
floodwater can quench the thirst. How?

from Drinking Floodwater, Anyone?



How to introduce features

 History or background of the subject

Muslims throughout the world,
including our Filipino Muslim brothers
observe the holy month of Ramadan,
starting Sept. 17. Ramadan is the ninth
lunar month of the Muslim calendar. It is
observed by Muslims just as the Lenten
Season is commemorated by Christians.

from Knowing our Muslim Brothers



How to introduce features

 Problems to be discussed in the 
article, or fact to be established

There is an answer to the rising cost
of vegetables: raise your own.

from Backyard Gardening



Ending the Feature Article



Ending the feature article

 A summary of the whole article

Take it from the experts: Smoking is
definitely harmful to health. Smoking may
make you feel like a grown-up, but you
may not live long enough to be one.

from Don’t Smoke Your Life Away



Ending the feature article

 Stating the main point for the first 
time

Therefore, a major part of the
development communication effort should be
directed at strengthening the character of the
people and developing in them moral values,
particularly by self-discipline, self-reliance,
strength of character, and fortitude.

from Development Communication



Ending the feature article

 A question left in the reader’s mind

Ang kamay ng makabagong Pilipino
ay handang marumihan. Pinaiikoit niya ang
gulong ng pangkaunlaran. Iwina-wagayway
niya ang bandila ng kalayaan—kalayaan
laban sa paghihikahos, at kalayaan sa
kamangmangan.

Meron ka bang ganitong mga kamay?

from Ang Bagong Filipino



Ending the feature article

 Suggested results or significance

Let us conserve our forests now if we
want to save the future of our country and
of our children.

from The Rape of  the Forest



Ending the feature article

 A forecast or prophecy

In six-and-a-half centuries from now,
if population explosion would not be
checked, there would be one person
standing on every square foot of land on
earth. By that time, people would be
devouring one another, for there would be
no more space for plants to grow.

from A Tale of  Horror – Population Explosion



Ending the feature article

 A repetition of the introduction

Asked if he had formal training in
photography, Domingo Layson finally
answered, “Ah, it is now the reverse. It is here
where I learn as I earn, not I earn as I learn.”

(The lead of the feature article is, “I learn
while I earn”).

from I Learn as I Earn



Ending the feature article

 An appropriate quotation

Nestor claims that he is poor. But when
asked why he gave his last centavo to the old
man, he answered:

“It is not what we give, but what we share
For the gift, without the giver is bare,
Who gives himself with his alms feeds three
Himself, his hungering neighbor and me.”

from Love Thy Neighbor



Tips in Writing 
the Feature Article



Tips in writing the feature article

 Use specific words to create vivid 
images for the readers

Original:
She was not given her rights to be
educated.

Improved:
She was deprived of her rights to be
educated.



Tips in writing the feature article

 Simplify.

Original:
He did not know what to do.

Improved:
He was confused.



Tips in writing the feature article

 Use words that are excitingly related to 
our topic.

On Dominic Ochoa’s ice cream 
business: 

… it seemed like everything they had

planned was about to happen – scoop

by scoop. Soon enough, Thumbs Up!

managed to have a freezing

breakthrough in the industry.

from Gonegosyo, Lucky Ann Llanes



Tips in writing the feature article

On Albert Martinez’s gasoline station 
business: 

And so Albert continues, much like a

well-oiled machine that keeps on

going, fueled by passion and

determination.

from Gonegosyo, Michelle Elaine Valete



Tips in writing the feature article

 Make sure your feature story triggers 
your reader’s emotions.



Practice makes perfect
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Writing your Feature Article

Write a feature article on 

an RDE initiative of  your 

institution or agency.



FEATURE WRITING

End of Presentation



Rhea Agibuay
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